
 
 
ASSIGNMENT V on 12.10.2017 [due 26.10] 

MEMORY/CONTINUITY  
Are urban elements that we observe in representation (movies) readable-traceable in today’s 
physical and cultural space? Does the urban fabric and culture of the past continue into the 
present day? 

 

Figure 1 Anastasia Savinova http://www.anastasiasavinova.com/genius-loci-collages.html 

OBJECTIVES:  

● Understand and interpret period films 

● Analyse urban spaces through site visits  

● Brainstorm and create in teams 

● Express abstract concepts in 3d form  

Memory/Continuity is our first project where you begin to explore and interpret Istanbul. This 
work aims to provide you with an understanding of individual experience of urban space and 
interactions with space. So far you have been working on the physical dimensions of objects, 
what we may term a three dimensional view of space. Within the concept of 
‘memory/continuity’ we are introducing a fourth dimension: time. We will explore the temporal 
dimension of space through the concept of continuity and look beyond physical space through 
the lens of memory. Within these explorations we are placing you as a participant observer and 
as a creator/manipulator of time/space. In order to capture continuity within the city you are 
required to firstly interpret the space ‘now’ as you inhabit it. This would of course be a limited 
view, so we ask you to reach beyond by looking back at space from some future point in time in 
order to determine events/experiences/spaces of ‘enduring significance that can be 
disentangled from the background ‘noise’‘ (Bailey, 2007 p. 215). One way of extending into the 
future would be to extend into the past to understand which aspects of ‘now’ have stood the 
test of time and which ones got wiped out and rewritten. Within Istanbul you will encounter 
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many instances of what we may term urban “palimpsests”, spaces that incorporate knowledge 
from different time periods in varying forms of composition/decomposition. 

After deciphering time within the physical environment, we will explore the concept of 
memory in urban space. The questions to guide our exploration are:  

● Are the elements of Istanbul urban space readable/traceable in different period 

movies?  

● Is there a consistent collective memory?  

● How do we map the narrated space in real time?  

To respond these questions, we will be rethinking Istanbul’s urban space and our interactions 
and experiences attached to this space in comparison to the narratives of cinema. 

We will try to link sometimes remote sometimes familiar images of the city narrated in the movie 
with our image of the past and present, and trace the spatial and social images constructed in 
the collective memory. This approach will give you the hints to understand and trace the 
relationship between the transformations in urban space and its influence on inhabitants. It will 
transform the audience, you, into narrators by including personal attachments and historical 
footprints in the urban space in which historical continuity is at risk through a continuous 
destruction and construction process - in which many things can disappear, including our 
memories.  

Tracing the past at the present in relation to memories will not be an easy task. Memory is 
founded by living societies in permanent evolution through the dialectic of remembering and 
forgetting, and is rooted in concrete spaces or images. History, on the other hand, turns into a 
temporal continuity, acting as an incomplete representation of past. In ‘The Architecture of the 
City’, Aldo Rossi (1982) states that the past is being partly experienced in the present. A 
photograph, a newspaper column, a colour, a tree, a street name, a ritual, a symbol, a 
monument, a song may help to unconsciously confront a lived and experienced everyday life. 
Therefore, according to Sigmund Freud, nothing that has once existed is ever lost. Hence the 
city becomes a collage of places and their memories; that we will explore to give meaning to 
present socially, culturally and politically.  

PHASE 1: Interpret a district through a particular movie  

As a group (3/4 students) you will watch, analyse and discuss a movie on various places in 
Istanbul, such as Sulukule, Haydarpaşa, Tarlabasi, Sisli, Tarabya, Bebek, Moda, Beyoğlu, 
Feneryolu, Levent and Suadiye beach. You are first expected to extract the spatial narratives 
from one of the given movies. Then you will visit the actual place of the story and research / 
think on the collective memory elements that can be identified in the narrative and still exist. 
You will produce a short movie documenting your site visit. You will observe and interpret the 
transformation of urban spaces that are narrated in these sources from the perspective of the 
society and everyday life, and then you will create the experience of this past in collective 
memory at the present by using the collage technique.    

 

PHASE 2: 3D Abstraction  

Following this, each student will make his/her 3D abstraction of the perception that identifies 
the collective memory of the chosen location throughout its history. It is important that each 
of you think on abstraction while visiting the place.  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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:  

Submission requirements of this exercise are as follows: 

● Short movie of the site you visited as a group. (1 short movie for each student) 
● Collection of visual materials for your group collage (news/journal articles, photos, 

archive content reproduction, book excerpts etc.). 
● Group collage/Individual collage   
● 3D abstraction   
● 2D representation of 3D abstraction 

 
Take photo of the expected productions and upload them along with your video to Google 
Drive and Facebook Album. Consider the naming criteria that are shown below the related 
part.  

1. Your group short video: 

● AhmetVeliKavak_AyseNurBakir_SevgiAksu_020160420_020170001_020170002

_MemoryContinuity_ShortMovie 

2. Your group collage 

● AhmetVeliKavak_AyseNurBakir_SevgiAksu_020160420_020170001_020170002

_MemoryContinuity_Collage 

3. 3D Abstraction 

● AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_MemoryContinuity_3DAbstraction_1 

● AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_ MemoryContinuity_3DAbstraction_TopView_1 

● AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_ MemoryContinuity_3DAbstraction_RightView_1. 

● AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_ MemoryContinuity_3DAbstraction _LeftView_1  

3. 2D Representation: 

● AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_ MemoryContinuity_2DRepresentation _1 

Save your original drawings and models. It will be exhibited later.  

 MATERIALS:  

● Phone camera or recording device    
● Drawing equipment (always bring with you)   
● Tracing papers (A4s and Rolls) (always bring with you) 
● Free type of materials (Opaque, Transparent, Translucent, Permeable) that 

covers needs of 3D model making related to the void space connectivity.   
● News/journal articles, photos, archive content reproduction, book excerpts etc. 
● 35x50 Canson Papers, sketch papers. 
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 Films 

1. Otobüs Yolcuları , 1960 
2. Acı Hayat, 1963 
3. Gurbet Kuşları, 1964 
4. Sevmek Zamanı, 1965 
5. Aslan Pençesi, 1966 
6. Ah Güzel İstanbul, 1966 
7. Balatlı Arif, 1967 
8. Vesikalı Yarim, 1968 
9. Katip ( Üsküdar’a Giderken), 1968 
10. İstanbul Tatili, 1968 
11. Sev Kardeşim, 1972 
12. Gelin, 1973 
13. Salak Milyoner, 1974 
14. Nereye Bakıyor Bu Adamlar, 1976 
15. Kapıcılar Kralı, 1976 
16. Çöpçüler Kralı, 1977 
17. Neşeli Günler, 1978 
18. Sultan,1978 
19. Gırgıriye, 1981 
20. Çiçek Abbas, 1982 
21. Züğürt Ağa, 1985 
22. Beyoğlunun Arka Yakası, 1986 
23. Muhsin Bey, 1986 
24. Hanım, 1988 
25. Arabesk, 1988 
26. Piano Piano Bacaksız, 1990 
27. Eşkıya, 1996 
28. Tabutta Rövaşata, 1996 
29. Ağır Roman, 1997 
30. Laleli’de bir Azize,  1998 
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